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Executive summary
The Red Hen Project works by starting from the family’s own perceptions of the action they need
to take; being flexible and tailored to family circumstances; being led by qualified family support
workers; dealing with practical issues in people’s homes and outside normal working hours; being
task-centred and time-limited; co-ordinating multi-agency activity; and working through activity
for children and parents, as well as relational and practical support.
Most families are referred for family support, family relationships and behaviour of a child –
almost twice as many as for other reasons. This is closely followed by the child or adult having a
mental health problem. Over time the top five issues on which families worked remained
constant: parenting issues; emotional stress; child behaviour/relationship difficulties/selfesteem and school attendance.
General findings;
•

•

•

•

•

The Red Hen Project is effective at helping to prevent family breakdown and children
entering into care, and reducing the need for, and cost of, major statutory interventions
like child protection plans.
Around three quarters of service users referred to the service remained engaged with the
project through outreach activities, such as the weekly coffee morning, trips, and
workshops.
The service is an important and knowledgeable partner in delivering improvements to the
lives of families with “multiple complex needs” and reducing the need for more expensive
statutory services and interventions.
The service is meeting the criteria required of evidence-based programmes including a
clear theory of change underpinned by evidenced theories and a practice methodology
found to be effective in meta-analysis of research studies of family support services.
Evidence from schools and service users confirms that services deliver the hallmarks of
effective support, including intensive family support within the family home, focussing on
goals set with the families with an emphasis on practical emotional and relational
support, and activities delivered by trained and committed staff supported through
regular supervision.

Our ‘whole family’ delivery model/approach is consistent with current philosophy and research
from reputable sources; NSPCC, Local Safeguarding Boards and Harvard University, who all agree
that prevention and early intervention is demonstrably better (in terms of outcomes for
individual families and cost savings to society) than cure.
This quantitative and qualitative evaluation has found that The Red Hen Project is successful at
building relationships with a large number of families, and has provided them with support
tailored to their needs. Feedback from all stakeholders has clearly demonstrated that supported
families are able to achieve the objectives set out at the start of their Red Hen journey. This is
due in part to the skilled, committed and dedicated staff and volunteers.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of the report

This report has been prepared as part of an evaluation of The Red Hen Project. The evaluation
covered the period from 2013 to 2017, and over 600 families and over 20 professionals have
contributed to the research. While the data is not comprehensive, it is extensive in terms of
sample size and time period for measuring the effectiveness of the service. The families
included a total of over 1500 household members of whom more than 500 children.
The purpose of the evaluation is to provide a transparent basis for;





Accountability for results,
Decision-making on policies and programmes,
Learning, and,
Improvement.

The evaluation is wide-ranging and has been possible only because of the commitment and
willingness of so many to engage in the work we have been doing.
We would like to thank the hundreds of parents, grandparents, carers, children, and
professionals from across North Cambridge who gave up their time to complete our surveys,
attend our focus groups, workshops and events.
1.2

About The Red Hen Project

We are a small local charity working with five primary schools in North Cambridge. We work
with and support children and their families to overcome barriers to learning. We work one to
one with families in their home, at school, and in the community. We also run a range of
outreach group activities; parenting courses, coffee morning, drops-ins, workshops, family
activities, trips, and volunteer opportunities.
We enable families to develop independent support strategies including; improved parenting
and life skills, confidence, reduced isolation and positive engagement with education, giving the
community the capacity and resilience to tackle the roots of social problems at the earliest
opportunity. We focus on the individual needs of each child and their families; developing and
tailoring our approach in conjunction with families.
The project began following an initiative by the Education Welfare department to reduce levels
of truancy being experienced by providing family worker support to three schools. The
initiative ended after a year; however, the Head teachers of the schools at that time had found
the support they received had impacted significantly on children’s wellbeing and educational
outcomes that they decided to set up a charity so this valuable work could continue. The
project was registered as a charity with the Charities Commission in 1998; Registered Charity
No: 1072190.
Since then the work has expanded to cover any issues that affect families at school or at
home. Often problems at home or school reveal themselves in behavioural issues in school, or
schools are in a good position to identify children or families in need of support.
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The project was used as an example of excellent practice and helped the Local Authority to
establish a network of ‘Parent Support Advisors’; providing supervision and support for the
pilot programme.
In 2013, the project received a 4 year grant from The Big Lottery – Reaching Communities fund;
this enabled the project to expand (due to local need and demand) to 5 local primary schools
and employ a 2nd home school worker. The project also employed a part time Project Manager
to lead and develop the project. The project is now based in King’s Hedges School, in the new
community wing, they have shared use of a community room.
Initially set up to deal with early intervention only, increased thresholds and greater need mean
that Red Hen now increasingly gets involved in child protection cases and jointly works with
Social Care and other agencies.
The project has established a deep and trusting relationship with the community and has
developed key links and collaborations to identify and meet needs.
1.3

Vision, Objectives, Indicators and Outcomes

Vision/Objectives - The Red Hen Project’s vision is to improve life chances and independence
for families in our community. There are three overarching organisational objectives to achieve
this vision:




Support children from disadvantages families to improve their engagement with education.
Support parents, carers and children to improve family relationships.
Support families to improve their engagement with the community.

Indicators – Progress against our objectives is measured through the following indicators;





Children’s increased confidence, emotional resilience and educational attainment.
Parents and carers improved parenting skills and strategies.
Families reduced isolation, through peer support, improved confidence & wellbeing.
Parents and carers improved basic skills/employability, through training, volunteering &
work experience.

Outcomes – The work of The Red Hen Project leads to the following changes for families and
the wider community;
 Children from disadvantaged families have improved life chances.
 Parents have improved family relationships.
 Families have better engagement with the community, and reduced isolation.
 Parents are independent, have less reliance on statutory services and improved life
chances.
The activities (outputs) which lead to the outcomes and through which indicators are measured
are detailed in the activities section below.
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1.4

Project structure and activities

The Red Hen Project is run by a management committee of 15 trustees; made up from
members of the local community;








Head Teachers.
Special Educational Needs Co-ordinators.
Class teachers.
A local Councillor.
A local vicar.
A local youth worker/former locality manager.
2 parents who currently use or have previously used the services of the project.

The project employs 2 full time family workers to deliver the services, and a part time project
manager to develop and manage the project. Staff are highly trained and experienced, with
over 23 years’ combined experience of family work, and project management.
Staff are sensitive and non-judgemental, and have the ability to communicate with all groups of
people. Staff are trained in; safeguarding, safer recruitment, social work, and accredited
evidence based parenting programmes. Staff regularly engage with training/support from the
Local Safeguarding Children’s Board.
The project works closely with other agencies and groups to ensure a joined-up delivery of
services; working with; schools, District Early Help team, Social Care, CAB, mental health
professionals and other agencies, as well as other local community groups and charities. For
example; we are a member of the Cambridgeshire Time Credits network, where volunteers can
‘earn’ time credits for each hour of volunteering with the project. We also sit on the
community panel for a Cambridge University art gallery to widen access to the arts through
delivery of art workshops in the local community.
The activities and service delivery of the project supports children and families to improve their
emotional and physical wellbeing, reduce their isolation, and improve their life chances. The
project focusses on the individual needs of each child and their families, prioritising one-to-one
support, complemented by peer support, and supports families to become independent.
One to one support may include support with; parenting, behaviour difficulties, reluctance to
attend school, routines, accessing out of school activities, problems with housing, benefits,
debts, relationship breakdown, domestic violence, mental health, or anything else that is
making life difficult for children and parents. Family Workers can also work with children in
school to support their behaviour or manage their anxiety. This could include play therapy or
talking therapy to develop social skills.
The project also runs a number of outreach activities;
 A coffee morning every Monday morning (term time) at The Church of the Good
Shepherd hall, offering tea, coffee, breakfast, information, advice and support. (8.4510.30am)
 Half day workshops at each of the 5 schools, approx. 2 per term.
 An 8 week parenting course held each term.
 2 day trips during the summer holidays.
 Family trip to a local panto in the Christmas holidays.
 Training, volunteering; time credits, trustees, work experience.
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1.5

Red Hen ‘Theory of Change’

Our Theory of Change is based on a needs-led assessment of long-term desired goals, jointly
identified at referral stage (families becoming happy & fulfilled, and able to make positive
contributions to society.) We then identify activities and interventions (outputs; one to one
support, peer mentoring, parenting skills & strategies etc.) which will help to achieve a series of
outcomes for us to measure through indicators (improved confidence, wellbeing, reduced
isolation), ultimately feeding into achievement of our overall goals/outcomes.
Theory of Change map
UTIMATE OUTCOME
Families are happy and fulfilled in work, family and life
and make positive contributions to society.
Children and their families have
relevant skills, confidence and
resilience to succeed in school and
careers, leading to improved life
chances.

Families are engaged citizens
through; better coping
strategies, being more able to
cope in a crisis, and being able
to access services without
support.

Families demonstrate
improved emotional and
physical wellbeing through
making ethical and healthy life
choices.

Volunteer
opportunities

Half day workshops

Frugal Cookery courses

Healthy eating
workshops

School
intervention
groups

Time Credits

Arts collaboration with
kettles yard

Raising Children
parenting course

Families increase attitude to and
uptake of training, workshops &
volunteer opportunities.

Families feel less isolated and
demonstrate an increase in
positive family activities

Parents & carers demonstrate
improved parenting skills and
see the impact on behaviour

Link meetings

Trips & outings

Coffee mornings

Signposting

Social skills
groups

Basic skills courses

Fare Share food
redistribution

Arbury Carnival

Children increase school
attendance & engagement with
education

Children & families develop
confidence and emotional
resilience.

Families build relationships
in the community through
peer mentoring support

The Red Hen works one-to-one with families
Families identify and understand their needs, build social capital, set goals,
and begin their Red Hen journey.
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

COMMUNITY & FAMILY
NEEDS

WELLBEING/RESILIENCE
NEEDS

Key:
Needs
Outputs
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In addition to coming from disadvantaged circumstances, families often face other daunting
and complex challenges of poverty and mental health illness. One third of children are living in
poverty, many are being raised by single parents and many have had to learn English as a
second language and acclimatise to a new culture. Most families in our communities are underrepresented in higher education and professional careers; children have few examples of
academic persistence, and emotional resilience.
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2.0 NEED

NEED
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3.0 NEED
2.1

Local & National context

North Cambridge is an area of long term economic and social deprivation. Aspirations and skills
are low. Schools report issues with attendance, behaviour, confidence, self-esteem, and
attainment. Unemployment is high, and children in our communities lack positive role models.
There is a higher level of deprivation (both economic and social) in this area than in other parts
of Cambridge/shire, and statutory services do not have the capacity to meet all the need.
‘Since 2008 average wages have risen by 9%, while the three biggest elements of household
expenditure are the cost of food up by 26%, domestic energy up by 45% and travel up by 37%’
(Cambridgeshire Research Group 2014).


Rise in Need

Over the last eighteen months Cambridgeshire County Council have redesigned their Children’s
Services. One of the main drivers for this change has been the rise in service demand coupled
with severe budget challenges and this has inevitably led to higher thresholds so that only very
high needs trigger statutory intervention. This is leading to needs escalating, sometimes rapidly,
as there is a lack of early accessible preventative work and this situation is compounded with a
severe reduction of universal or open access support. ‘There is an increasingly thin and
inconsistent safety net’ (Cambridgeshire Research Group 2014).
Cambridgeshire County Council have recognised that in order to help meet demand, they will
need to re-configure their services and place far more emphasis on local organisations such as
Red Hen. In their recent strategy document, ‘Stronger Together – Strategy for Building Resilient
Communities’ (Oct 2015) they recognise that ‘small locally driven groups are often better at
meeting the needs of their own communities.’ One of their stated aims is to achieve ‘a
relationship based “community first” approach to front line work which links more vulnerable
people with sources of help from within their own networks and neighbourhoods’.
As a community based organisation, the Red Hen project is perfectly positioned to assist the
County Council in its stated aim to build community resilience and community capacity.


Cambridge and Deprivation - Cambridge City Council anti-poverty strategy)

The Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010 (IMD), which brings together a range of indices to
provide a single measure of deprivation, identifies two areas within Kings Hedges which fall
within the 20% most deprived areas in the country.
The evidence available suggests that there are a number of key issues which contribute to
poverty in Cambridge:
 A combination of declining wages in real terms and a high cost of living in Cambridge,
resulting from rising housing, energy, food and transport costs.
 Significant health inequalities (life expectancy for men 9.3 years fewer than elsewhere in
the City)
 Changes to in-work and out-of-work benefits resulting from national welfare reforms,
which have had a significant impact on incomes for some residents.
 Increasing numbers of residents with low incomes finding themselves in crisis situations
because they do not have the financial reserves needed to deal with unexpected events.
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A proportion of residents working in low paid, low skilled work with limited opportunities
for progression, because the majority of employment available in Cambridge is in high
skilled occupations.
 Poorer educational attainment and aspirations for children and young people growing up in
low income families.
 Lack of social mobility, exacerbated by the 2 points above.
 Rising house prices and private rents, which are difficult for residents on low incomes to
afford, combined with high demand for social housing available in the city.
 Higher than average rates of fuel poverty, particularly for households in the private rented
sector.
 Higher than average rates of child poverty in some areas of the city, including King’s
Hedges ward where more than a quarter of children are living in poverty.
 The high number of, and the growth of lone parent households.
www.cambridge-news.co.uk/news/cambridge-news/life-expectancy-map-cambridge-shows13928849#
Housing benefit claimants and their dependents are concentrated in particular areas within the
City, primarily in the North and East of the City. King’s Hedges (21.4%), East Chesterton (18.8%)
and Arbury (16.5%) are the wards with the highest levels of housing and/or council tax benefit
claimants and their dependents.
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation (JRF) provides the following broader definition of poverty:
“Income and resources are so inadequate as to preclude them from having a standard of living
considered acceptable in the society in which they live. Because of their poverty they may
experience multiple disadvantage through unemployment, low income, poor housing,
inadequate health care and barriers to lifelong learning, culture, sport and recreation. They
are often excluded and marginalised from participating in activities (economic, social and
cultural) that are the norm for other people.
Evidence suggests that people living in poverty in Cambridge experience the multiple
disadvantages identified by the JRF. The Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010 (IMD) is a single
measure of deprivation bringing together seven different individual indices relating to income;
employment; education, skills and training; housing; crime; and living environment. The IMD
identified Kings Hedges within the 20% most deprived areas in the country.
2.2

Children & Families


Educational Attainment and Aspirations

Children currently eligible for Free School Meals (FSM), which is a proxy measure for children
living in poverty, have poorer educational attainment in Cambridge than those not eligible for
FSM.
 In 2014, only 37.1% of FSM pupils in Cambridge achieved a good level of development in
the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS), compared to 62.6% of children not eligible for
free school meals in the city.
 In 2014, only 48.8% of FSM pupils achieved L4+ in Key Stage 2 Reading Writing and
Maths, compared to 80.7% of children not eligible for free school meals in the city.
 In 2013, only 32.7% of FSM pupils in Cambridge achieved GCSE 5+ grades A*-C, including
English & Maths, compared to 66.7% of children not eligible for free school meals in the
city.
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Child Poverty

Housing costs are acutely high in Cambridge. A Child Poverty Report into the East of England
(Oct-Dec 2013) found that within Cambridge City, the North Cambridge wards covered by the
Red Hen Project have the highest percentages of child poverty. The percentage of child poverty
in the wards covered by Red Hen were:
King’s Hedges 22.05%
East Chesterton 20.24%
Arbury 17.06%
The average percentage of children in poverty before housing costs across the City was 13.04%,
when housing costs are taken into consideration, the levels of children in poverty rises
dramatically; the rise in the north Cambridge wards goes to:
King’s Hedges 33.82%
East Chesterton 31.31%
Arbury 26.75%
The average across the City rises to 20.81%
King’s Hedges ward falls into the top ten wards in Cambridgeshire with the highest percentage
of households with dependent children where there are no adults in employment.
Cambridge has the highest proportion of lone parents with dependent children who are not in
employment of the five districts in Cambridgeshire. 46.2% of lone parents in East Chesterton
are not in employment.
2.3










Evidence
Many families present with chaotic lifestyles, and other issues, such as drug abuse,
domestic violence or mental health issues.
We are often asked to become involved with families where the issues are much wider
than early intervention support, due to our experience and reputation in the community.
We are a charity, and seen as 'independent' by many families, and because of this they are
more likely to engage with us and build a relationship.
The thresholds for social care intervention are much higher than in the recent past, and
there is a lack of capacity within statutory services to provide universal support;
consequently, The Red Hen project is involved with many more high needs families in
North Cambridge.
We employ 2 full time family workers, who always have a full caseload of 16, and we also
operate a waiting list, which is never empty. We run many outreach activities to help meet
need.
We have been approached by other schools wishing to use our services, however, we do
not currently have the staffing capacity to take on more schools.
We have been asked to collaborate with other services and community groups as we can
provide the expertise, knowledge, and venue space to offer joined up services.
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In September 2017, a family we had supported nominated us for a local award, through the
Cambridge News annual community awards, which nominations are received from members of
the public. We won the ‘Community Group’ award; open to any project which supports our
local communities and improves the lives of those who live in them.

http://www.cambridgenews.co.uk/news/cambridgenews/heroes-celebrated-winnerscambridge-news-13621879

We have been working in this area for over 15 years; we gather evidence & feedback when we
close cases to evaluate success. In 2016/17, we gathered the following evidence;
Schools reported improvements in the following areas (% of closed cases);

Behaviour - 88% of cases

Confidence/self-esteem - 80%

Emotional/physical wellbeing - 80%

Attendance/punctuality - 77%

Relationships with peers - 86%

Relationships with teachers - 91%

Family contact with schools - 88%
*The figures on the front cover infographic represent 2013-2017.
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There are over 1600 children (and their families) attending the five schools we work across.
Each family worker has a capacity caseload of 16 families each; in 2016/17 only, family workers
were able to work intensively on a one to one basis with 71 families, and through one off cases,
groups, workshops and other activities, were able to work with a further 181 families.
(Total for 2016/17 = 252)
We work with families with at least one child aged between 0-11yrs. The geographical area we
work in is very diverse, in 2016/17, the ethnicity of the families we worked with was as follows;
WBRI - White British 63.4%
WIRI - White Irish 1.4%
WOTH - Any other White Background 14.1%
WGIT - White Gypsy/Irish Traveller 1.4%
MOTH - Any other Mixed Ethnic Background 1.4%
AIND - Indian 1.4%
ACHN - Chinese 2.8%
AOTH - Any other Asian Background 5.6%
BAFR - Black - African 1.4%
BOTH - Any other Black/African/Caribbean 5.6%
REFU - Refused 1.4%
In 2015/16 and 2016/17, families identified their own needs as follows;
Need support with:

Families identifying support required.
2015/16

2016/17

(many families identified more than one issue)
Number

%

Number

%

Managing child’s behaviour, social/communication or emotional
difficulties

48

68

50

65

Being involved in the child(ren)’s development /
attachment / relationship issues with the child/ren

15

21

17

22

Coping with own physical health

1

1

5

6

Coping with own mental health

9

13

11

14

Coping with feeling isolated

7

10

5

6

Parent’s self-esteem

1

1

5

6

Coping with child’s physical health and/or diet

4

6

4

5

Coping with child’s mental health/Wellbeing

24

34

22

29

Financial difficulties

5

7

6

8

Day to day family life;
support/relationships/routines/sleep/parenting

39

55

31

40

Stress caused by conflict in the family

14

20

19

25

Coping with multiple children

6

8

3

4

Attendance

15

21

24

31

Total caseload (intensive support)

71

100

77

100

*School or Red Hen staff may identify further issues, which families may not recognise are an issue.
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In addition, families on our caseload during 2016/17 had the following characteristics;






44% had a child with Special Educational Needs or Disabilities.
68% were in receipt of Free School Meals.
16% had English as an additional language.
17% had an open CAF (Local Authority Early Help Assessment) (typically our work is
intended to be early intervention/pre CAF).
45% were single parent households.

In July 2017, a local TV station; ‘That’s Cambridge TV’ ran a rolling news article about the
project, which included an interview with one of our trustees, who is part of a family we have
supported, and continue to support;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFsZJSqmY1w
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3.0 QUALITY & SATISFACTION

QUALITY &
SATISFACTION
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3.0

QUALITY & SATISFACTION

3.1

Co-production

Our project gives ownership to people to make lasting life changes, breaking the
intergenerational cycle of deprivation. People in our community have been instrumental in cocreating and driving our project from its inception. Our families are active agents, not passive
beneficiaries, this is due in part to the relationship they have with our project and the
investment they make in their lives and futures. This approach leads towards better, more
preventative outcomes in the long-term.
We have parents with lived experiences on our Trustees Board; participating, planning and
implementing at a strategic level. They are supported to have meaningful impact through
induction, training and supervision/mentoring.
Our families lead coffee mornings & trips and give peer support to others. Families help design
and run a stall at the annual Arbury Carnival, increasing community pride and fundraising for
our emergency fund.
All families are supported to identify their own needs/solutions through referrals. We hold
regular focus groups & discussions on community needs and solutions. Families are
encouraged to develop and lead activities, e.g. fundraising for and organising day trips,
designing the content of workshops.
Families influence future service delivery and improvements through regular feedback and
scrutiny. Families complete a rigorous self-evaluation process, before, during and after
support, helping us to measure impact. Families and children assess the quality & relevance of
the support they received through; feedback questionnaires, verbal feedback, drawings and
interaction through social media.
Community Champions Programme - A group of our families told us they want to; support each
other, develop their skills, improve their confidence, and gain work experience. As a result of
this, we are establishing new opportunities for people to volunteer as ‘Community Champions’.
The whole family can contribute, including children. The programme will be developed and led
by the community, we will support the development of policy/procedure, recruitment, and
training & support for volunteers. Volunteering will complement and enhance our core
services. Trained Community Champions will shape and deliver the following activities;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus groups.
Workshops using their skills, e.g. knitting, craft sessions, nail care.
Coffee mornings; setting up/welcoming people/tidying/refreshments.
Running crèches.
Administration support.
Peer mentoring.
Community activities, e.g. Arbury Carnival

Volunteers will be supported to ensure they are able to make effective and meaningful
contributions. A true community partnership built through trust and collaboration, and valued
by local people.
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We will build inclusive partnerships and minimise barriers; e.g. timing, childcare,
locations/accessibility, using interpreters, accessing technology, providing ways and levels of
influence that people are comfortable with.
Volunteering experiences empower people to make positive life changes, through expanding
perspectives, building confidence and developing skills. Our volunteers will ‘earn’ time credits
for each hour they give, to ‘spend’ on leisure/family activities.


Consultation

In addition to our volunteering programme; there are other opportunities for us to consult and
engage the community in our work;
- Feedback from parents & children when cases are closed.
- Feedback from families when they have attended a course, group, workshop or trip.
- On line and paper surveys on the type of activities they would like us to offer.
- Talking to our families at coffee mornings, in the school playground.
- Interacting with our families through our Facebook page.
We regularly consult with our stakeholders; families, schools, trustees, community groups on
our services and activities. We do this through; link meetings, TAF meetings, Trustee meetings,
coffee mornings, groups and other activities, and also through our Facebook page.
For our one to one work, families work with us to identify their own needs and solutions, at
their first visit. We can then review growth together against this baseline as they make
progress.
We ask families to complete feedback forms when we close their case, or when they have
attended a parenting course, workshop or activity with us. We ask children to complete an age
appropriate feedback form when we close cases. We ask schools to complete feedback forms
when we close cases. The feedback asks about satisfaction with the project, as well as progress
made towards our outcomes.
3.2

Results from needs survey (on line & paper) – Autumn 2017

100

Beneficiary survey - How would you like to be involved with Red Hen? - %
Autumn 2017 (20 responses)

80
60
40
20
0
60

100

Family support Coffee mornings
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45

40

Day
Workshops/fun Workshops on
trips/outings
activities
parenting

15

25

Parenting
course

Panto trip
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3.3

Focus group results and ‘post it note’ feedback – Summer & Autumn 2017

We love the coffee morning on Monday, it is such a good start of the week. It helps me and
my 2 and 4 year old children to integrate in the community as we moved from Germany last
year. The talks are great. The food is great 
Help and support received at home and at school was invaluable to us. Helped us and school
to deal with lots of issues that there is no other provision for without waiting months for
help. Also the coffee mornings are great for my 2 year old to interact and gain social skills
before nursery. Helped me make friends and go out when I wouldn’t. Trips are great for
socialising too.
Red Hen helps everyone to meet and talk about everyday things in life, also the trips are a
good way to have a get together from home.
I love coming to coffee mornings as it gets me out the house and interact with other people
plus it helps me with my depression. Plus the kids get to have a fun morning playing and
making friends.
We love the Red Hen group straight from school drop off.
Red Hen has a good range of activities. Supportive staff, gives you advice with any issues
about your children.
My daughter enjoys playing with friends and doing fun activities. I am grateful for the help
and support I get from this project. It’s a nice, fun place for me and my daughter to spend
time together.
Red Hen is a really good project, because adults and children get to meet up. They also take
us on trips and cooking groups and free bacon sandwiches, tea and coffee and if you need
any advice.
My 2 year old interacts with other children, it’s a lovely atmosphere and I get to talk to other
mums whilst my little girl is playing. I also like the trips that are organised as they are fun and
my 2 year older children get to go. We make sure we go to the coffee morning most weeks.
Definitely recommend Red Hen.
We really enjoy coming to group and is a massive part of our routine. All three children (age
4, 2, and 2) all love it here.
Red Hen project is great for children’s activities, the staff are very friendly and there’s always
someone to speak to for advice/information.
Red Hen is a great project for the family with kids. Very nice and comfort place for my kids to
run around and have a lots of fun. We are very appreciative of the support.
So a big Thank you! 
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3.4
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Feedback from outings
Beneficiary feedback from summer trips 2016 & 2017 % Very much/Yes (78 responses)

Had a good time?

Feel better after
the trip?

Provided or
Children benefited Planning any other Only summer day
received support
from the trip?
family summer
trip
from the
trips?
community.

Really nice family day out that would not have happened if not for The Red Hen because of
costs. Red Hen is such a good cause for all families in need of the input they provide.
Thank you very much for letting us join the trip today 
Without this sort of social outing families like us would be left out.
Had a fab day. Would recommend to other families. Thank you.
Lovely to get together with other members of coffee morning also nice to go on a trip that
would be really expensive for us. Love this group.
What an amazing day – such a great choice (Banham Zoo). Thank you very much.
So happy with Red Hen Project enabled us a family day out, helped us to forget our problems
by having fun at an affordable price without worrying about cost.
Thank you for a great day out, I couldn’t have done this on £5.00.
This trips help break up a long boring summer which can be expensive trying to entertain
kids.
We’ve had a fantastic day, the children have enjoyed meeting up with their school friends. I
would like to thank Maria for asking us if we would like to go!
A brilliant trip – thank you for all the effort involved.
Very nice staff and helpful.
Had a fantastic day we are all very grateful for such a lovely opportunity.
This was an excellent opportunity and I would like to thank Chris and Red Hen for letting us
come.
I would like to thank Red Hen. Had an amazing day with others and my family.
We had an amazing time. Thank you very much.
A wonderful outing that would be inaccessible to my family without the Project.
I think the Dinosaur Park was very good choice. I hope we can go again sometime. Many
thanks for the lovely day.
Thank you for the trip my children, myself and partner have thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
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3.5 Case Feedback


Feedback from families when cases close, or after.

‘M was an open case from Oct 2012 to Dec 2013 addressing issues around behaviour, domestic
violence, mental health issues and physical and emotional issues for one of her children. I also
supported them to get moved out of Cambridge to escape the DV.
She rang me today (4 years later) to let me know that they are all very settled, they now have a
diagnosis for the eldest child, and she shared the decisions she was able to make regarding
contact with Dad etc. She said that they are all the happiest they have been in a long time and
she wanted to thank me for all the help I gave them as she still felt so much stronger and more
able to make decisions and prioritize the needs of her children because of the help she
had from Red Hen.’
‘Z was supported by the project until December 2015. She rang 2 years later to thank me for all
the support that she had, to tell me that her son is like a different person and they are doing
really well. Following on from the work I did with her, she has now decided that she would like
to do the same work as she felt it made such a huge difference to her and her family. I gave her
some pointers and she is going to start looking for jobs.’
Red Hen helped me to improve my confidence as a parent. The support I had made my
relationship with my son stronger and positive. It helped me set up rules which we should
follow to manage negative behaviours, and it works!
Going above and beyond to get us places we wouldn't have been able to attend without. Going
out of her way to help with food parcels and emotionally supporting us with no judgement.
Red Hen helped so much just gave us a better understanding of how our son feels which helped
us cope better and deal with his behaviour in a more effective way.
Maria has been an emotional support and a point of contact for me with regard to school
activities, support groups. She has helped me in dealing with my autistic son at home through
advice and visual charts as in school. Giving me support when I needed most. Chris has been
very friendly and supportive, had a good time during coffee mornings.
Maria was helpful in liaising between myself and school inclusion mentor to make an easier
relationship regarding my son's issues. She also helped clarify the purpose of completing a CAF
form and made my husband and I feel more at ease about doing this. She helped pave the way
for a better relationship with the school support team.
It used to feel hard to communicate with school, but Chris was brilliant and really helpful. She
was the middle person between me and school, which helped to improve home-school
relationships. Taught me different techniques to deal with my son's difficult behaviour.
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Feedback from schools when cases close

It was great to meet with Maria and C's Mum to discuss things we were all noticing and to
ensure we were all consistent in our approach when sorting things out. Maria was very
approachable and keen to communicate and set up meetings. Maria was supportive when I
shared concerns about C and keen to feed them into her work.
S's aggressive behaviour has improved, particularly in last couple of weeks. He still has days
where he is incredibly sensitive. He is beginning to play with more children and has identified
more children that he enjoys playing with in class and at after school club. At times, others are
wary of approaching him as he can get frustrated and lash out. His key targets are to listen to
an adult and do as they have asked, to go to the toilet independently. He is responding to his
chart and likes getting stamps for good listening and remembering to go to the toilet.
This was a challenging case for Maria - unfortunately E was in a difficult situation, too many
things happening at home, very difficult for him to process. Maria worked hard, liaison with
school was fantastic and she worked diligently trying out new strategies.
F will be able to attend punctually and participate in after school activities which will hopefully
lead to improved confidence and better relationships with peers. His behaviour at school
improved and his emotional outbursts have been fewer since receiving this support.
It was great to see ‘I’ confidently perform in the end of year performance and to see how
thrilled his Mum was. Information regarding ‘I’'s difficulties have been passed on to secondary
school.
R has made huge progress in relation to his emotions and behaviour during the time Chris has
been supporting the family. Chris's input has been invaluable. R is still 'wobbly' with regard to
his emotions and behaviour but school remains consistent and now home is a more consistent
place, so his wobbles rarely escalate into anything more extreme now.
A’s behaviour has drastically improved, combined with moving classes in school. When
meeting with Mum, she said A’s behaviour at home has improved. A will apologise for any poor
behaviour. He does always complete tasks in lessons and is keen to complete his work and is
making good progress.
Maria helped Mum introduce routines and boundaries at home with J. J’s Dad became involved
and Maria and I met weekly with both parents for a term to review his behaviour and part time
timetable. Maria was instrumental in organising visiting arrangements with both Mum and
Dad, as at the time, their relationship was fairly tumultuous. She supported Mum seeking
medical and welfare advice for herself and J. Maria persisted in breaking down the barriers
Mum had initially put up and helping her to see what long term changes needed to occur for J
to be successful at school and at home for her. Many of these routines are still in place and
Mum's engagement with school is much more positive.
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3.6

Feedback from parenting courses

Raising Children (16 delegates)




100% of attendees felt more confident as a parent after attending the course.
100% of attendees felt they had learned a great deal about parenting strategies they could
use with their own children.
100% of attendees would recommend the course to others.

Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.7

I listen more to how each of us feels.
I found the course very useful so would definitely recommend.
I have begun to realise that I can be the strong, positive parent that I need to be.
I now know that I am not the only parent with problems and others alike are out there too.
It’s a real eye-opener to situations that you were not aware of at home or with your
children.
It was a very good course, run by very patient/kind people.
It is important to know you are not alone.
It has helped me to have a happy home and a calm home.
I’ve learned many skills and improved the skills I already have.
The most important thing was to build my bond with D & P through understanding them
better.
I have recommended the course to others as it has helped me and I think it may help
others.
The best part was understanding I can’t change other people’s opinion but I can change my
own.
I hope to be more consistent.
The key learning for me was to be able to view situations from the child’s perspective and
understand where their behaviours are coming from.
The best part was the good, supportive group discussions.
The course was very enjoyable and has helped build my confidence as a parent. There are
less arguments at home now.
Social media
The project has an active Facebook page sharing information, tips, and details of
upcoming activities;
@theredhenproject

‘Likers’ are encouraged to give their feedback via social media or other on line platforms, such
as Survey Monkey.
The project uses Twitter to engage with other organisations, and share information;
@RedHenCambridge

The project is in the process of launching a new, professional, interactive website, which will
enable greater inclusivity.

www.theredhenproject.co.uk
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4.0 CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDIES
The following pages detail 7 real life stories, of families whose lives have been positively
affected by their relationship with The Red Hen Project.
Some names have been changed.
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Riley’s Story
Riley’s parents always knew that there was something different about Riley, but it was at the age of 8
that they were able to find out some answers! Riley had regular big outbursts with simple little things,
and the family was not sure how to support him best.
“We struggled with Riley’s behaviour and his outbursts. We didn’t know why or what things were
going to cause a meltdown and we ran out of ideas on how to calm him down”.
Riley’s Mum
Riley had a very rigid diet and he was extremely reluctant to try new foods. At school, Riley found it
difficult to follow instructions out of his normal routine and his teacher had to break down tasks into
small steps. Maria was able to support Riley and his family’s relationship with school. Riley was keen
to complete a visual emotional scale which helped him to recognise when he is starting to feel angry
and he now knows what to do – to walk to his special calm place where he is able to calm down with
his soft favourite blanket.
“Maria suggested different ways to help Riley recognise his feelings and how to cope with them.
Maria also gave us new ways to encourage him to try and eat new textures and tastes. She also
helped with toileting issues. Maria visited us every two weeks and we felt well supported. Riley looked
forward to her visits”.
Riley’s Mum
After Riley was diagnosed as having Autism the family was not sure how to tell him and how that
would impact on his self-esteem. Maria was able to provide children’s books and found a good video
that helped Riley understand what Autism is.
At the 1:1 sessions with Maria; Riley completed an “All About Me”
book:
“My name is Riley.
I am good at maths and drawing.
…

The reason I have visual cards is because I need help
understanding stuff.
...

I have autism.
This means I see the world in my own way and do my own things.
This also means, I find easy activities quite hard and hard activities
quite easy! This makes me special and unique.”
Red Hen was able to link with school, with the speech & language
therapist and other professionals to ensure that everyone was offering a consistent and effective
approach with Riley. The Red Hen Project was able to signpost to other relevant groups, grants and
benefits that the family was able to access.
“Maria has helped support me and my son incredibly – she has put into
place a variety of activities for Riley regarding his emotional and social
needs with lots of visuals and other ideas that I hadn’t thought of. We
have really enjoyed the ‘All about me’ book that she has done with
Riley – explaining his needs/likes, etc. – and all the help/support given
to us as parents through his ASD diagnosis.”
“We are now due to enrol in ASD Cygnet course. We have been to a
couple of drop in sessions for parents of children with ASD which we
found useful. The Red Hen workers are fantastic. Maria has honestly
helped us throughout the whole process of Riley’s diagnosis and has
made a great difference in Riley’s and in our family’s life.”
Riley’s Mum
Riley’s Mum explains that after The Red Hen Support their life is a lot ‘calmer’ – “Riley still has sensory
meltdowns but he uses his emotional scale to retreat”.
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Julie’s story
Julie has 6 children, 2 of them are at primary school and one pre-school age. Both Julie and
her husband had difficult childhoods and have struggled with managing a large family. The
family were supported by Red Hen for 2 years doing individual family work and are still
accessing support through our coffee morning, activities and trips.
When the family were first referred to the project Julie was struggling with her mental health
and said “I was a hermit, never went anywhere or mixed with anybody. I was lonely and
isolated and this made it hard for the children because they were cut off from everybody too”.
Julie speaks really positively about her relationship with the project;
“They always listen to my issues and concerns, they gave me really good advice to help with
sleep routines and managing the children. The biggest support they gave me was
encouraging me to go to groups and meet new people.”
Once Julie was able to be less isolated, her confidence increased, her mental health improved
and now she is able to go by herself to groups. Julie also finds herself being sought out by
other parents for support and advice. The children are also now much more integrated into
the community and have attended lots of groups as well as improvements being made in
school.
Julie has moved from being reclusive, not wanting to leave the house at all and especially not
alone, to now looking forward to her youngest child starting nursery school and her going
back to college to improve her maths and English so that she can get a rewarding and better
paid job.
“My confidence has improved so much; I am now looking forward to a better future for me
and my family.”
Julie and her family love to attend the trips and
activities and she is very keen to promote and share
with other families, other activities being run by the
project. She shares our activities on her Facebook page
and with friends and other parents in the playground.
Julie has been responsible for bringing a number of
new and vulnerable families along to the coffee
morning and supporting them there until they are
comfortable and confident enough to attend
independently.
“Even though I don’t need as much support from the
project now; if there are ever any incidents or issues, I
contact the Red Hen staff, as I know they will always be
understanding, and able to offer me good advice.”
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Tanya’s story
Tanya is a Red Hen Trustee; having engaged with the project for
many years, and benefiting from Red Hen support for her and
her family.
Tanya had a difficult childhood herself, and has experienced in
bringing up her own family. She has seen first-hand the impact
Red Hen has, and because of this has developed an interest in
supporting those experiencing similar difficulties, through
volunteering for Red Hen and being a Red Hen Trustee.
Tanya is an active volunteer and Trustee; she has secured
charitable donations for the project, represents the project at events such as The Arbury
Carnival, and provides practical support at our coffee mornings. For every hour Tanya
volunteers with us, she earns an hour or Time Credit. (Cambridgeshire Time Credits), which
she can exchange for leisure activities with her family, e.g. swimming, cinema.
Tanya speaks proudly about her involvement with the project, and the impact it has had on
her life; ‘All thanks to the Red Hen Project; without their help and support, I don’t know where
I’d be or what would’ve happened to my family.’ She is pleased to be part of an organisation
which is democratic and co-produced by the community.
Tanya’s daughter was struggling with her physical health and was reluctant to go to school,
Tanya was at a loss to know where to start; ‘When I first met with The Red Hen Project, my
life was a mess, I couldn’t cope with anything, family life wasn’t great either.’ With Red Hen’s
support, Tanya was able to develop confidence in her daughter and improve her relationship
with the school. She was able to access the support her daughter needed and know which
strategies to use to provide support to her herself. Tanya and her daughter now feel more
confident going to school, accessing other opportunities, and less anxious about going out.
‘My youngest child is at school and coping
better with her medical condition, home life
has improved so much. I’m also doing loads
better, getting the help and support I need.’

Tanya explains that the relationship she has
developed with Red Hen has motivated her to
stay involved and share her experiences with
peers.
‘The Red Hen Project workers listened to me, talked to me, and together we came up with
ways to improve things. Slowly but surely things improved.’
As Tanya’s confidence and involvement grew, she found a passion for running as an outlet for
supporting her own mental and physical health.
Tanya enjoys sharing her own experiences, helping others, and using her involvement with
the project as a way to break down stigma, and misconceptions around mental health, and
accepting support.
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Katie’s story

Katie is a single parent with 3 children, 2 in primary school and one in
nursery. Katie was struggling with depression, felt she had no control
at home, couldn’t take her children out because of their behaviour
and couldn’t get them into a bedtime routine so they were all sleep
deprived. Katie felt that she would not be able to continue caring for
her middle child and hoped his father would take him. Katie said “I
felt crazy and my son was failing at school and I couldn’t do anything
about it, I couldn’t even go to school for the meetings about his
learning without crying and having panic attacks”.

Working with the project Katie was able to get good bedtime routines in place, manage her children’s
behaviour better, was able to go to her GP and get appropriate support for her depression and then
things started to improve. Katie can now attend the meetings in school about her child’s learning on
her own and she now gets her son to do his homework, which she couldn’t before. Katie’s mental
health and confidence improved so much that she now has a job that she really enjoys and has
discovered she is really good at. Katie felt so much better about herself and her family that she even
gave up smoking.
Katie is now taking the children out by herself and even took them on a camping holiday which she is
planning to do again as they all had a great time and she coped really well. They went to an art
workshop and various other community activities, which was unheard of before working with the
project.
Katie said “I have had great support from Red Hen and things have changed for the better and I feel
stronger and more independent.”

Stock Image

Katie did not want to share her picture, but she is happy to share her story with others, who might benefit
from Red Hen support.
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Victor’s story
After a couple of incidents at school, Victor’s mother Tanja was called in to school. Tanja told
the head teacher that she did not know what to do! Tanja asked for help. Victor was
displaying challenging behaviour at home. Victor was also losing the interest in his school
work and he became withdrawn. Tanja explained: ‘Our family was very stressed and stuck!
We couldn’t communicate with our son. Victor wouldn’t talk about his day at school, his
problems and his feelings. School was also finding it difficult to help Victor because he
wouldn’t share with adults what was upsetting him and getting him angry.’
The Red Hen Project worker, Maria was able to deliver a set of 1:1 sessions with Victor at his
school. In these sessions they explored what makes Victor angry and they discussed ways to
think positively. Victor was able to come up with his own solutions and together they
developed an action plan. Victor said that when he gets angry he needs to go to a quiet place
to calm down, he explained that others can help by allowing him to have his space and time
to calm down. Victor started to open up as the sessions went on and his behaviour improved
at school and at home.
Victor became more confident and his doing well at school. His teacher is pleased with his
positive attitude towards his learning.
At home they set weekly family meetings, where children and
parents had the opportunity to discuss current issues, hear
each other’s points of view, and together, they come up with
their own solutions.
‘Maria helped me to communicate better with my son, in a
calm manner and she helped me understanding Victor’s
needs better. Maria encouraged us to spend more time
together as a family.’
‘Now we enjoy playing games together. Victor helps me with
housework and he is more calm and understanding. I feel
happy that Victor can regulate his emotions better, that he
talks to me about his day and how things are going at school.’
After the Red Hen support this family’s relationships improved, communication is much
better and the trust in each other’s abilities and strengths has grown. It is now a happier
house, with less stress and more fun.
‘Our future looks promising. We are working well together as a great team. Victor developed
independent skills and he is better prepared for the challenges ahead because he can
regulate his emotions better.’
Tanja works fulltime therefore not able to attend our coffee mornings and day workshops.
However, she follows closely The Red Hen Project Facebook page: ‘I appreciate positive
parenting tips and finding out about local activities on The Red Hen Facebook page.’
‘The Red Hen support is great, with good workers with a welcoming and friendly attitude. I
would have liked to be supported by the Project for a longer period of time.’
‘Victor is now in year 6. He changed so much! His homework is now all done. What a
change! Victor and his brother Oliver are getting on well and no longer hurting each other. I
need to tell the world! We don’t get broken doors anymore! The Red Hen Project changed
my family to a better one. I am very grateful for the help. All credit to Maria, Victor trusted
her, and she was the one to break the wall. Now, Victor talks to me about his feelings and
about his day at school.’
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Peter & Kasia’s story
Peter had recently joined the school and his English was very limited. He was living with his
grandparents in Lithuania for a while and his mother was able to arrange for him to join her
in England. It was a big change for Peter at the age of 6 and he was missing his grandparents.
At school, Peter was finding very difficult to settle in, his behaviour was very challenging:
‘Peter was refusing to do simple tasks, even when tasks were explained via an interpreter and
with the help of visuals aids. He was also hurting children by hitting them and running away,
which was unsafe.’
Peter’s
Teaching Assistant.
Peter’s mother, Kasia, told school that Peter cried at home for long periods of time, his
behaviour was very tricky over meal times, and he was refusing to eat cooked meals. After
Kasia spoke to the teacher, school was able to complete with Kasia a referral to The Red Hen
Project.
Kasia explained that before The Red Hen Project involvement she felt very low: ‘I had no
hope, I felt alone and very frustrated. My son was struggling at school and I didn’t know what
to do, I felt helpless!’
The Red Hen Project worker was able to visit the family fortnightly. Together as a family they
set house rules and put in place consequences if the rules were not followed. Peter was able
to choose a daily reward so he was kept motivated. Peter loved a piece of cake or chocolate
as a little treat, he also loved to get stickers on his reward chart. Kasia understood better
Peter’s needs and she became more confident managing his tantrums. Kasia is now making
sure she spends special time with Peter every day: they play games and read together.
‘Maria helped me a lot, she gave me great advice and helped me with housing difficulties. The
housing issues were impacting on our well-being and Maria was able to help with the Home
Link application. Maria listened to me, she valued me, and she cared about my family and our
ongoing issues. Maria gave me hope. Maria was warm and kind and she made me feel good
about myself again. ‘
Kasia.
‘Peter is now keen to learn and he is happier in school. Peter’s mother feels more confident as
a parent, she has put into practice the suggestions given by the Red Hen Project and this had
good outcomes.’
Peter’s Teaching
Assistant.
Kasia describes what life is like now:
‘I feel very confident and happy with my life.
I know that I can contact The Red Hen Project if I need advice
and support. I made new friends, friends that I can trust. I have
a better job and I am a good role model to my son.’
‘I have been to a few school coffee mornings with the Red Hen
Project and Peter and I enjoyed The Red Hen Trip to Wicksteed
Park, we had a fantastic day out. I feel very grateful to the
support I had when I needed it most!’
Peter and Kasia are not their real names.
This family chosen to remain anonymous, but they were happy to share their story so other parents feel
encouraged to work with the Red Hen Project if they are in need of extra support.
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Alex’s Story
Alex was refusing to stay at nursery because he was struggling being separated from his mother.
Alex’s parents were also concerned about his poor diet. The family speaks Portuguese, Alex’s mother
does not speak any English. The staff at school suggested the Red Hen support and the family was
keen for a referral to be made. Home School Worker Maria is a Portuguese native speaker and she
was able to support this family at this challenging time.
Alex’s mother was pleased that she was able to get the parenting support in her language. She
explained: ‘Alex’s behaviour used to be good but since his brother was born his behaviour became
tricky. He is angry, he shouts and he hits his brother.’
Maria supported Alex with health appointments regarding his poor diet, eczema and asthma. The
family was able to access specialist health support and with the professional recommendations, the
family felt more confident, by knowing what to do to better support Alex’s needs. Maria got the
health visitor involved to support the family with potty training and breastfeeding issues. Alex’s
mother explained: ‘Thanks to Maria I was able to receive immediate support from the health visitor,
Maria helped with interpreting at these visits.’
This family would have struggled to access this services without the Red Hen involvement, who made
it easier to access support and assist with appointments. Maria was able to help Alex’s parents to
manage the children’s tantrums. It was not easy for Alex’s mother to implement the new strategies,
her health was not good and she had no family support:
‘Maria gave us pictures with rules to use at home, this helped a lot with communication, especially
with my 2 year old boy. I started doing the time out and children understood better what is right and
what is wrong. Children’s behaviour can still be tricky, lots of sibling rivalry (1 year gap between
them) but I feel more in control and I am more firm with the children.’ With everyone’s perseverance
and lots of encouragement from the worker, things got better.’

Maria encouraged Alex’s mother to attend English classes and she supported her with her
registration. Alex’s mother was anxious and nervous but she was brave and completed the set of
classes, she made a good friend there. This family has attended The Red Hen Coffee mornings and
they went on the Thetford Trip. These social activities are very important to this family.
Maria encouraged independence, she gave Alex’s mother written
English cards so she could book her own health appointments and ask
for help when needed.
The school nursery teachers worked closely with the Red Hen, so
communication was regular and positive between parents and school,
without misunderstandings. ‘Alex has made a massive amount of
progress this year, considering where his development levels were
when he arrived (he wasn’t toilet trained and struggled to separate
from mum). He now is at age appropriate level in all areas of the
curriculum and he has lots of friends. Alex is kind and helpful – he has
a lovely nature.’
School SENCo.
‘I am still attending English classes and I have made new friends. I miss Maria coming round, but I
know I can ring her if I need support and advice.’
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5.0 TESTIMONIALS

TESTIMONIALS
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5.0

TESTIMONIALS

In the light of higher needs thresholds for statutory intervention, the lack of local statutory early
intervention provision; Red Hen is providing familiar and constant stability for many families. Our Family
Workers are adept at forming trusting relationships with families. Hard to reach families are less likely
to access health, education and social care independently, resulting in social isolation and exclusion.
The Red Hen Project, as an independent charity has been successful in engaging with hard to reach
families and building a positive relationship to enable them to access the support they need.
We have a range of testimonials from professionals working in the area, either those who have
collaborated with us, or those we signpost to, or those who signpost to us;


SCHOOLS

Red Hen Family Workers have quickly become an ‘accepted’ and ‘normal’ part of the support offered to
our school community. Their reputation as people who listen, support and deliver goes before them, so
much so, that we have a growing waiting list of families who are keen to work with Red Hen and more
parents than ever are self-referring or taking advantage of the many self-help activities which the
charity offers.
Angela Leach, Head Teacher, Shirley Community Primary School
I have been working at King’s Hedges for the past 20 years and have seen The Red Hen Project develop
from its initial support service for schools and families, to the fully embedded and vital support service it
has become. As a school, we have found the impact of the Red Hen to be crucial in supporting the whole
family. Support is often quick to be established and the expertise, guidance, workshops and parenting
support offered by The Red Hen Project is greatly received by families. The Red Hen family workers are
well known to our families now and we often have parents asking for their support – they trust them
and feel safe letting them into their homes and do not feel they are being judged but are there to help.
This, in turn, has a positive impact on school and home relationships, opening up conversations that
may otherwise prove difficult to start. Teachers also comment on the positive impact the involvement is
having on the children in their class. This can be seen in academic terms , but more often it is noticeable
in the child being ready to learn, motivated to learn and more resilient. If The Red Hen Charity did not
continue we would be left with a large gap of services and families would be left without vital support.
Claire Smalley, Deputy Head Teacher, King’s Hedges Educational Federation
Red Hen is an essential service to our school community. They work closely with many of our families,
helping them tackle a vast range of issues. The impact of their work is significant and often
remarkable. The wellbeing of all family members improve as a result of their input and this impacts
children’s ability to learn. Ultimately, the support of Red Hen increases our pupils’ life chances and
enables individuals to be the best they can be. Our school would be significantly poorer without them.
Stacey Harper, Head Teacher, Orchard Park Primary School
The Red Hen Project willingly supported So to Speak nursery by running joint workshops on healthy
eating and sleep routines. These events were well attended and feedback was very positive… (14/15
parents agreed they learned something and felt more confident as a parent as a result of the workshop)
This is a great example of our joint working together to support families and young children. So to
Speak have shared parent sessions every fortnight but these collaborative workshops with Red Hen have
been the most successful and are the memorable ones parents talk about.
Sarah Duncanson-Hunter, Early Years Manager and SENCo, King’s Hedges Educational Federation
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STATUTORY SERVICES/AGENCIES

‘Being so connected to local schools, the project has an intimate knowledge of the area giving access to
families that might otherwise not make use of services. Furthermore, the work offered avoids the
stigma often associated with statutory services.
Routinely, the project works with families where parents struggle due to their own mental health
difficulties, depression and lack of confidence in basic parenting skills. In many of these households the
children appear out of control and seriously at risk of referral to statutory agencies, such as, Social Care
and CAMHS. By working at a local level and in family homes the project regularly raises the level of
confidence and skills of parents enabling them to reclaim authority over their own lives. Many of these
patients will have suffered trauma in their own childhoods.
The project's work is flexible and adapted to local needs generating levels of change that would be the
envy of statutory services.’
Vince Hesketh, Family Therapist at the Croft Children's Unit, Cambridge (NHS)
‘As a community development officer trying to deliver work around the anti-poverty strategy, it isn’t
always easy to identify families in need as we don’t always work directly with them. The Red Hen Project
has been instrumental in helping link families to us, so that we are able to offer them other
opportunities to participate in activities and events that they might otherwise not have access to. ‘
Binnie Pickard, Community Development Officer, Cambridge City Council
‘I have co-worked with Red Hen where we had a family with complex needs- Red Hen provided in school
support to the middle child and both he and his mother reported back to me at the time that he had
found the sessions really helpful. The mother could see where the sessions were having an impact in
regards to some of the anxiety symptoms he was presenting with.
We have also recently been in contact in regards to the parenting courses that both of our services will
be running over the coming year- to ensure that we don’t duplicate but also so that we can both
signpost families too each other’s where we might not be running a course at that particular time- I
think this is helping in broadening the offer from both our services to families in the community,
especially given the high leave of need in this particular area.
I believe Red Hen is a valuable resource in North Cambridge, I feel families receive a more robust and
diverse offer of support – rather than a ‘one size fits all’ approach.’
Kathy Murphy, Early Help Assistant Manager, Cambridgeshire County Council.
‘I have been working closely with Red Hen on the local Time Credits initiative. Red Hen have been
extremely proactive and enthusiastic in embracing and signing up to this initiative, giving the
opportunity for local parents to gain volunteering experience and thereby increasing their confidence
and self-esteem. Red Hen are an outward focussed and creative organisation, continually looking for
new opportunities and ways to support local families.’
Paul Connelly, Youth & Community Coordinator, Cambridgeshire County Council
‘The Red Hen Project makes a link between school and family, particularly in attending EHCP meetings
and supporting parents to voice their concerns and opinions alongside the input of lots of different
professionals. They work collaboratively with parents, school and other agencies to facilitate good
communication and support the best interest of children and families.’
Anna Knowles, Speech and Language Therapist, Chesterton Medical Centre
‘I have worked with Red Hen over several months now and are delighted with the work carried out so
far with the children.
The Kinships Support Team offers a comprehensive service including providing emotional support,
training and awareness sessions on a range of issues, including attachment and managing relationships
for special guardians. So all support work needs to be of the highest quality, which is what we get with
Red Hen. Red Hen understand the high standards that are expected and are most efficient in delivering
well within time limits. I would highly recommend working with them.’
Teresa Shelford, Senior Child & Family Worker.
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‘I worked closely with the project from 2015 with a family who had a history of mental health which
impacted on the whole family. Dad was unable to function well enough to manage finances and daily
support with a young family. Red Hen were able to work alongside the family encouraging them to
access support and provide a link with statutory services, they were key in linking with financial services
and helping them at points where they had little money for basics. They helped them access the food
bank and provided transport where the family could not get their children to hospital appointments and
giving them confidence to do so. The family have always struggled with statutory services and the
project has given them confidence to do this. When the family situation became dire Red Hen was able
to work with health and education to make a referral to social care for neglect. The family were then
more accepting of social care because they had more understanding of the system.’
Nina Heaps, Health Visitor, NHS
‘I have had the pleasure of working with Chris O'Reilly with a few of our families in the North city area. I
believe the service that the team provide is invaluable. I have had the pleasure in shadowing Chris for
the day and realized she goes above and beyond from collecting food for her families' from the food
banks to helping the families complete forms that they may be struggling to complete themselves, due
to lack of education or behavioural needs.
Chris and I have supported families who have needed support with behaviour and emotional needs. And
although I have completed the work with the school aged children, Chris has supported the family as a
whole and helped support the families to become independent by using the strategies set by the team.
This has enabled the families to have better links with the community for example registering the child
to the local nursery school, TFF for swimming lessons and helping the child to have a better attendance
at school.
I feel that that The Red Hen Project supports those families who are vulnerable and provides a safe
environment. The Red Hen Project is able to provide particular support for families whose children may
struggle and I personally feel that if The Red hen Project stops due to funding then those families will be
lost without the support and the impact could be detrimental for the community.
Jen Wagner, School Nursery Nurse, School Nurse Team
‘By inviting me to talk to families informally, about the library service, at a scheduled session, Red Hen
provided families with an opportunity to meet me, find out more about the library service - where their
local library is and, what it has to offer. This very much helped contribute towards the aims of the
project : reducing isolation, developing parental skills, raising self-esteem and confidence, providing
links in the community, and improving emotional wellbeing . I found that the staff at The Red Hen
project were effective communicators and knowledgeable about their families. The session was relaxed,
friendly and welcoming for all who attended. It had knowledgeable and well trained staff on duty.’
Anne Worthington, Cambridgeshire Libraries


COMMUNITY GROUPS

‘For one of the project days delivered by The Kings Hedges Family Support Project we work in the same
Cambridge neighbourhood as the Red Hen Project. We both provide family support to local parents and
their children but have different age remits - The Red Hen Project for families with school aged children
and The Kings Hedges Family Support Project for those with pre-school aged children. The projects have
successfully referred families to each other when appropriate and we appreciate the complimentary
services that we can offer to local families. We value the Red Hen project both as a partner agency and
as an integral part of the North Cambridge community. Together we are able to contribute to a universal
community safety net provided by local charities that supplement the ever tightening thresholds of
statutory provision.’
Jo Hunt, Project Manager, King’s Hedges Family Support Project
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‘Blue Smile provides therapy and mentoring to disadvantaged children in Cambridgeshire schools. We
have worked regularly with Red Hen in the six years in which we have been operating and really value
the expert support they provide to the families of the children we see. It is particularly important that
Red Hen often visit families in their homes and gain their trust where other services may have failed to
do so. Through our links with Red Hen, we too are able to gain the confidence of these families, who
are among the most vulnerable in our community.
It is this holistic approach which has been shown to get the best outcomes for families and Red Hen
therefore make a real difference to parents' and children's daily lives and long term prospects.'
Amanda Langford, Clinical Director, Blue Smile.
‘I believe the Red Hen works well to equip their staff with all the right skills to effectively support and
provide positive outcomes for vulnerable parents with their parenting skills. They target and reach the
hardest to reach families and provide a safe nurturing environment for families to grow.’
Suzanne Pearson, Psychologist, Sharing Parenting
About delivering the ‘Raising Children’ parenting programme:
‘Maria has developed a supportive, genuine and empathetic style and built confidence in bringing these
ideas to parents. Parenting programmes help people find strategies and understanding of issues without
judgement or put down and Maria’s skills at this are immense! It's been great fun and such a pleasure
working with the Red Hen Project.’
Kim Lee Own, Sharing Parenting
Red Hen supports those families who are in desperate need and who often are hard to reach families in
any other context. Red Hen offers a link for families between outside agencies and schools which
supports the families to gain skills and to engage with services they need and would otherwise not
engage with. Providing parenting support, confidence skills and support for emotional wellbeing for the
entire family, often working with parents who have mental health issues they are a valuable service
working to prevent the generational modelling from difficult families from taking place. They boost
these families and in turn this boosts the predicted future outcomes for these children. By supporting
the families and children in a variety of ways, they help parents and schools to manage behaviour and
help support children through trauma so they can improve their educational engagement. By providing
group social meetings, they build communities and support where none were previously present and so
set up long term friendships and community support. Their service is priceless in terms of generational
motivation, support and future aims for these families, many of whom would slip through the net
otherwise.
Mari Williams, Coach, Facilitator, Mediator
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25 April 2017
To whom it may concern,

Kettle’s Yard is the University of Cambridge’s public modern and contemporary art gallery. Kettle’s Yard is a leading
arts organisation with a strong reputation internationally for both its exhibition and Learning & Community
programmes.
Kettle’s Yard is delighted to be working in partnership with the Red Hen Project and their families.
Our partnership was established following a consultation the Red Hen Project undertook with their families about
their needs and aspirations from the organisation. One recurring aspect was around access to arts and creative
opportunities for the families and to increase their knowledge and confidence in this.
After sharing the outcome of this consultation, the Learning & Community team from Kettle’s Yard contacted the Red
Hen Project and discussions developed. This was in direct response to Red Hen actively listening and responding to
the voices of the families they support.
We have delivered two holiday art workshops with Red Hen and also have welcomed Red Hen families to other
workshops and activities we have run. The families have certainly increased in confidence and enjoy learning new
skills, trying new ideas and socialising with others through a fun activity.
Feedback from families at our art workshops with Red Hen Project have included:

“I found surprising all the support you can get and not feeling left out or alone”
“I am going to try vegetable printing at home”
“All the staff were so nice and welcoming”
“I was so happy to see our kids having fun”.
Red Hen Project are a wonderful organisation and we have witnessed the amazing impact their work has on the
families they support. Following the success of our initial work with Red Hen Project, our relationship with Red Hen is
developing as the organisation are now members of our Open House Community Panel. Open House is Kettle’s Yard
collaborative creative community programme in North Cambridge. Our community panel help shape and direct the
project with Kettle’s Yard and our artists.
Together with Red Hen we are developing new ways for some of our city’s most vulnerable families to directly shape
the arts and cultural offer of Cambridge.
Yours Sincerely

Karen Thomas
Community Officer

Updated: 6 October 2017
Additionally, working longer term with Red Hen families this year has enabled us to support families to develop their
confidence in engaging with arts and culture in the city in a more meaningful way. Kettles Yard is committed to
building a long term relationship with the North Cambridge community and would like to respond to participants’
requests to sustain our partnership with Red Hen and work closer together with the families as we work towards
reopening to the public at Kettles Yard following a major capital project.
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6.0 IMPACT & CHANGE

IMPACT &
CHANGE
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6.0 IMPACT & CHANGE
6.1

How the outcomes have been met

Please see the front cover of this evaluation report for our headline figures on how we have
met our specified outcomes.
We have achieved these outcomes working with the community through a series of outputs,
individually targeted to meet our specific outcomes, and tailored to the needs of our families
and the community. Each output is measured through indicators (6.2 below) to directly link to
progress against outcomes, through; recording attendance & engagement, feedback from
families, including children, Teacher assessments on a range of measures including; attendance,
attainment, attitude, relationships, wellbeing, Family Worker assessments of progress using a
distance travelled tool to measure from the baseline, & assessments from other professionals.
1000

Progress against outcomes 2013-2017
No of families supported

800
600
400
200
0
Outcome 1

Outcome 2

Outcome 3
Target

1

2

3

4A

4B

Outcome
88% of 400 Children
experiencing trauma crisis or
challenging behaviour have
improved emotional and
physical wellbeing and
improved engagement with
their education.
90% of 400 Parents facing
family crisis increase their
parenting skills, confidence and
emotional wellbeing.

Schools, support agencies and
statutory bodies are better coordinated to meet local needs
so that 80% of 400 families feel
less isolated and frustrated with
their interaction.
84% of 400 Families have
improved links with others in
their communities and are
better able to support others
with similar problems.
160 parents help others
through volunteering.
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Outcome 4A

Outcome 4B

Actual







Outputs
121 support
Social skills groups
School intervention groups
Trips & outings
Arts workshops with Kettle’s
Yard

Met?
93% of children supported
demonstrated meeting this
outcome. We not only increased
the percentage, but also the
number of children reached; 731
children.













Weekly coffee mornings
Parenting courses
Cookery courses
Fare Share food distribution
Volunteering
Trips & outings
Fortnightly link meetings
Multi agency relationships
Collaborations
Arbury Carnival
Time credits

93% of families supported
demonstrated meeting this
outcome. We again, increased the
percentage, but also the number
of families reached; 731 families.
95% of families supported report
meeting this outcome.
Again, increasing the target
percentage and the number of
families supported; 778 families.









Weekly coffee mornings
Workshops & courses
Fare Share food distribution
Volunteering
Time credits
Trips & outings
Arbury Carnival

100% of families supported have
improved community links through
attendance at activities and
volunteering.
We increased the number
supported to 496, and the number
of volunteers to 282.
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6.2 Indicators
We have gathered evidence through our indicators to assess our work against our outcomes.
We ask families to complete feedback forms when we close their case, or when they have
attended a parenting course, workshop or activity with us. We ask children to complete an age
appropriate feedback form when we close cases. Families are asked (in appropriate language)
how working with us has contributed to meeting our outcomes. We ask schools to complete
feedback forms, based on progress made during the life of the case. Our Family Workers also
make a judgement about how each case has contributed to meeting the outcomes, based on
progress made from the initial assessment to the closing of the case.

Outcome 1 - Indicators
Children have improved emotional & physical wellbeing
(numbers of families/children)
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Parents report
improvements in
childrens emotional
and physical
wellbeing.
2014 2015 2016

Teachers report
Children report that
improvements in they are happier going
childrens emotional
to school and that
and physical
things are better at
wellbeing.
home.
2017

Thanks to the confidence I
have got though Red Hen
activities, I have been able
to get together with friends
to plan and organise our
own local family trips
Parent A

Parent A

Outcome 2 - Indicators

In many households the
family is at serious risk of
referral to statutory
agencies, such as, Social Care
and CAMHS. By working at a
local level and in family
homes the project regularly
raises the level of confidence
and skills of parents enabling
them to reclaim authority
over their own lives.

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Parents have increased skills, confidence & emotional
wellbeing.
(Nos of families)

Parents demonstrate improved
parenting skills through one-to-one
casework and/or attendance at
parenting group training.

Parents report increased selfconfidence and emotional wellbeing.
2014

2015

2016

2017

NHS Family Therapist
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Outcome 3 - Indicators

900

Families are less isolated & agencies better able to
meet need
(Nos of families)

It used to feel hard to
communicate with school,
but Chris was brilliant and
really helpful. She was the
middle person between me
and school, which helped to
improve home-school
relationships.

800
700
600
500
400
300

Parent

200
100
0
Parents report that they are
confident in accessing other
services without support
2014

2015

2016

Banham Zoo trip
Without this sort
of social outing
families like us
would be left out.
Parent

Parents report the relationship
between them and the school
has improved.

2017

Outcome 4 - Indicators
600

Improved links in the community & able to support others
(Nos of individuals/families)

500
400
300
200
100
0
160 parents help others through
400 families attend coffee mornings,
volunteering to support parenting
group outings and other social events,
classes, coffee mornings, group outings, developing relationships with other
or one-to-one peer support.
families in the community.
2014
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2015

2016

2017
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6.3 Collaboration
Partners
We have provided comprehensive support through our strong network of neighbourhood
partners. The following formal partnerships have enabled us to provide a holistic approach;







5 primary schools; we have developed trusted relationships with the community through
this partnership, along with improved emotional support for children in and out of school,
which had impacted positively on; school attendance & attainment, attitude to school,
behaviour, and relationships.
Church of the Good Shepherd – reduced isolation for the community through joint delivery
of drop in sessions, holiday lunches and other activities.
Cambridgeshire Time Credits – improved volunteer opportunities and recognition for
contributions through a community currency.
Fare Share (with Tesco) – redistributing surplus food to those in need, reducing the effects
of food poverty.
Kettle’s Yard (University Art Gallery) – sitting on the community panel for the ‘Open House’
project, we have provided community access to the arts for the community and
opportunities to contribute to arts development in our community.
http://www.kettlesyard.co.uk/about/news/diy-coasters/

Partners were chosen for their common ethos, similar philosophy and to enable a more
effective response to community needs, reflected in progress against our outcomes. We have
service level agreements with our partners, and have regular reviews.
Collaborators
Our collaborations have enabled us to; extend our reach in the community, raise awareness of
our and other services, and respond effectively to needs by working towards our outcomes. In
addition to networking and signposting generally with community organisations, we have also
collaborated with the following organisations;














Blue Smile – Improving children’s mental health through joint working & link meetings in
schools.
Children’s Centre’s and Early Help team (County Council) – information sharing (where
appropriate) and joint delivery.
ReadEasy – offering venues for coaching sessions.
So to speak nursery – joint delivery of parenting sessions.
Cambridge Frugal Cookery – joint delivery of ‘cooking on a budget’ sessions.
Sharing Parenting – joint delivery on accredited parenting courses.
Cambridge City Council – Joint delivery on; trips, outings and holiday lunches.
King’s Hedges Family Support Project – referrals to and from our service.
North Cambridge Community Partnership – networking lunches and information sharing.
Cambridge Foodbank – reducing the effects of food poverty, through referrals.
Free Cakes for Kids – Improved emotional wellbeing through recognising & celebrating
birthdays.
The Besom Project – Improved emotional wellbeing and reducing the effects of poverty,
through donations of Christmas hampers and children’s presents.
Cambridge Council for Voluntary Services (CCVS) – improved access to training, workshops
& volunteer opportunities.
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The large North Cambridge community has skilled and valuable multi-agency partnerships. We
have strived to forge effective partnerships to deliver efficient solutions to make a long term
difference. Family support organisations locally are significantly tailored to deliver specific
areas of impact; Red Hen has an intensive approach, working in family homes and providing
links to schools and other key organisations. We have created lasting partnerships with our
community, unlocking potential and creating independence.
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7.0 LEARNING

LEARNING
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7.0 LEARNING
7.1

Findings

We are constantly evaluating our work and assessing the impact of the project, through
feedback collected from families, schools and other professionals. We are collecting evidence
to show how we are meeting our outcomes as a percentage of cases, against our targets, and
analysing feedback from teachers, and other professionals.
Our evaluation has led us to reshape our referral and feedback forms, so that the data we are
collecting is accurate and meaningful. We use feedback from families to shape the services we
offer in addition to the one to one support we provide. For example, we take families on 2
summer day trips, and families choose the venue or activity from surveys collected. We have
also tailored our coffee mornings, parenting courses, and workshops in response to feedback
gathered from families.
We have learned to collaborate with other community groups, charities or professionals in
delivering our services, this ensures that our services are accessible to all, efficiently delivered,
and match the needs of the community.
From our evaluation, we have drawn the following conclusions;













Early intervention has better and more durable outcomes for families.
Multi-method programmes; using different delivery methods, varying the length and
subject of courses & workshops, and an inclusive and targeted approach, is key for
inclusion.
Empowering families to lead on activities creates ownership & develops skills.
We have more demand than capacity, leading to local strategic partnerships helping
to meet local needs and wants.
We have recruited and retained high quality dedicated staff, who have access to
regular, appropriate training to enable continuous professional development.
Clinical supervision for our front line staff is essential, to enable staff to evaluate,
reflect and develop their own practice and also to provide a support system for staff.
The Scale of food poverty - leading to a partnership with Tesco/Fare Share, we are
authorised to refer to the foodbank, and keep our own stock of non-perishable food
to help families. We also fundraise to hold our own ‘emergency fund’, where families
are given crisis payments on an individual basis.
The project is valued by the community, and people are keen to be involved.
Collaborations are effective in joining up services to meet need.
Higher referrals for boys than girls (76%/24% in 16/17), we will investigate the
reasons and consider any changes to our services/approach to address this.

We share our findings with our Trustees, schools, and the wider community, through; reports,
newsletters, social media, and informally at coffee mornings.
We will continue to review, evaluate, and make changes in response to community needs &
wants.
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7.2 Recommendations, development & looking forward
This report has shown how The Red Hen Project is creating change across our community,
enabling collaboration and improving outcomes. Our model gives ownership to people to make
lasting life changes, breaking the intergenerational cycle of deprivation.
We have achieved much more than we could have imagined, however, as a small charity, there
is still much to be done. We are enthusiastic about the potential to extend our approach
further to those who have as yet been unable to benefit.
The benefits to families of our ultimate outcome ‘families are happy and fulfilled in work, family
and life and make positive contributions to society’ for our community are enormous. In
addition, the benefits to our communities, neighbourhoods and social networks are
fundamentally important to shaping the society we want to live in.
In addition to continuing to facilitate positive change through our core services, we aim to
continue building on our success through;













•
•



Supporting events which increase community pride, such as the Arbury Carnival.
Promoting opportunities for residents on low incomes to volunteer, through developing
our volunteer programme ‘Community Champions’, including supporting developing our
partnership with the ‘time credits’ project in Kings Hedges.
Continuing to engage with the community through Focus groups/feedback.
Staff continuing to attend relevant courses to ensure knowledge is kept up to date, and
continuing professional development.
Ensuring all relevant up to date information is received and incorporated into practice by
family workers e.g. by ensuring membership of, and regular information from appropriate
organisations, e.g; Local Safeguarding Children’s Board.
Continue with professional clinical supervision for senior family worker to reflect and
develop practice as well as obtaining independent views and advice to support work
undertaken.
Continue to develop our relationship with partners and collaborators, to make efficient use
of resources and skills, to meet the needs of the community.
Joint practice development and good practice through networking, signposting to, and
collaboration with other agencies and community groups; e.g. training, joint visits & case
conferences etc.
Promote the work of other groups which would benefit the community, e.g. CAB, libraries,
credit unions, etc.
Continue partnership with Kettle’s Yard’s ‘Open House Community Panel’ to help shape
and direct the project’s collaborative creative community programme, and the arts and
cultural offer of Cambridge.
Developing a more robust monitoring framework for monitoring indicators and outcomes,
including consideration of further evaluation/review specific to this area.
Develop the referral process to be more outcome focussed, thereby strengthening a focus
on positive action, beneficiaries being proactive in developing their future.
Work to tackle specific barriers to taking part in outreach activities, such as lack of time,
confidence, self-esteem etc.
Continuing to raise the profile of the project within the community and with corporate
sponsors.
Continue to develop and implement a long term funding strategy.
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